
  

Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday, September 8, 2020 (online) 

Meeting called to order @6:32 PM 
In attendance: Lanee Reichert, Floyd Fisher, Amy Benedict, Jess Robbins, Anna 
McCormick, Annie White, Robin Hess, Tessa Prosser, Amy Hottman, Lisa Cheely, 
Stephanie Grussing, Heidi Bates, Hannah Britt, Mary Powers, Sarah Eisenmenger, 
Coartney Siuts, Andrea Hawn, Heidi Kleiss, Mari Anne Brocker Curry, & Cristin Gaines 
 
Officers’ Reports 
❖ Amy - none 
❖ Tessa - none 
❖ Jess - Approval of August minutes - Motion to approve by Sarah Eisenmenger, 

seconded by Floyd Fisher 
❖ Coartney - Treasurer report for August - Motion to approve by Jess Robbins, 

seconded by Mary Powers 
 

Old & New Business 
❖ Committee Reports  

➢ Apparel - Stephanie Grussing - Stephanie expressed her gratitude for people 
sharing the site link. Checks will be sent at the end of each semester, in 
December and May. Stephanie asked the committee about hosting another 
Orange Unity Day during COVID. The committee agreed that it is something 
that should still be celebrated. Stephanie suggested purchasing orange 
masks for all students. After a vote, it was approved to move forward. Adult 
sizes will be available online for parents. Stephanie will look into ordering 
for teachers at a less expensive cost than online and may possibly send 
out a Google Form. The next Orange Unity Day is scheduled for October 21, 
so orders need to be in by October 1st.  

 
➢ AR - Heidi Kleiss & Sarah Eiesenmenger - Sarah reported that Heidi is set to 

meet with Amy Benedict to discuss AR. Sarah & Heidi plan to review points 
and prizes once a month to start and then make adjustments as needed.  
 

➢ Book Fair - Hannah Britt & Anna McCormick - Anna reported that she spoke 
with a Scholastic Rep, and there is a completely virtual option for the book 
fair. The virtual fair will be held for two weeks, October 16-October 30. Anna 
reported that for the virtual fair we will only get a 25% kickback instead of 
50%. She said we can still do some of the fun things we regularly do, like 
the Book Fair Bingo. Flyers will be sent home with students with details.  
 

➢ BoxTops/Coke Rewards - Cristin Gaines - She is planning on getting 
information out about the next contest by the end of the week. She was 
unsure if many had been turned in; Floyd reported that there were a few 
turned in to the office. Crisitn confirmed that hat day is still an option for a 
prize, and Lanee reported that we can still do some fun things; we just need 



to think about logistics differently (like prepackaged popcorn instead of 
using the popcorn machine with a movie).  
 

➢ Fall Fundraiser - Amy Benedict - Amy asked the committee about moving 
forward with a virtual fundraiser. The committee voted, with the majority in 
favor. Floyd confirmed that we can still have the cash donation option for 
families. As we have done in the past, prizes from the PTO can be rewarded 
to all students who earn them, but the prizes Jason Eversole (Club’s 
Choice) provides will be given out to those who earn them with the 
fundraiser. The limo ride is not an option this year, so Jason is looking into 
other possibilities. Some other changes in logistics will need to be 
addressed due to COVID, but Lanee is confident that we will be able to 
make it work. Amy will get more details about shipping options, as the 
concern was brought up about students/families delivering to a lot of 
people.  
 

➢ Public Relations - Tessa Prosser - She reminded everyone that if information 
needs to be shared to have it to her by Monday for the week.  
 

➢ Restaurant Fundraiser - Annie White & Lisa Cheely - Annie reported that 
Monical’s is set for Oct. 22, which is conferences. She said when she 
reached out to Buffalo Wild Wings that they could host on any day. She will 
follow up with them to see if we can host it on Friday, September 25, which 
is an early dismissal day. We would get a 15% kickback. Lisa inquired 
about putting the pancake breakfast on hold. It was agreed upon that would 
be best for now, since there is a greater focus on student interaction 
through serving.  
 

➢ Teacher/Staff Appreciation - Mari Anne Curry - She expressed her gratitude to 
Annie & Kelly for all of their help. She reported that all teachers were given 
Unity masks, as well as candy treat bags for institute day. She is planning 
on organizing the taco bar for conferences, and will use an online sign up 
for volunteers. Lanee said there may need to be some adjustments with the 
set up because of COVID. 
 

❖ Any other committee reports? - none 
 

❖ Executive Functioning Seminar - Jess 
➢ Webinar - survey for date - The survey will be available until the end of the 

week. When the day/time is set, information will be sent out. She will 
double check that the webinar can be accessible to those who are not able 
to attend live. Tessa mentioned in the online chat that she will include in 
the information on social media that this is a FREE event for 
parents/guardians.  
 

❖ Appreciation gift for summer custodial staff - vote on amount - Jess asked the 
committee on what amount they felt was appropriate for the Amazon gift cards. 
Amy suggested $50 each (3) and the committee voted in favor. Jess will talk to 
Coartney about getting those.  
 

❖ Any Other New Business?  
➢ Jess confirmed with the committee that 4th grade teachers can submit 

receipts for reimbursement of prizes purchased for students.  



➢ Coartney reported having issues with accessing the meeting and inquired if 
anyone else had problems. She also reported that she had received a check 
from Coke rewards for $47.75 that will be in next month’s treasurer report.  

➢ 5th grade is using funds to purchase chromebook carts.  
 

Admin Reports - Reichert/Fisher  - Mrs. Reichert reported that we’ve had a great start to 
the school year and have worked through a lot of the kinks. She enjoys seeing students 
in front of her office during their mask breaks. She reported that the company who 
installed the solar panels will be giving us a large monitor that will be hung in the hallway 
where the current PTO bulletin board is. She reassured Anna McCormick that there is 
another board designated for PTO to use.The monitor will show the amount of energy we 
have saved by using the panels, but it can also be used to show other messages. 
Benchmark testing will take place over the next few weeks. Mr. Fisher - expressed 
gratitude for everyone’s patience with car pick up. He said that the biggest complaint is 
that it takes too long, but this is probably coming from people who arrive too early, and 
must wait for dismissal to start. He said that people who arrive at 1:35 aren’t waiting long.  
 
Motion to adjourn @7:31 PM by Floyd Fisher, seconded by Jess Robbins 
 
Next Meeting: October 13 @ 6:30PM 


